Internship Opportunity: Everybody Eats Lunch
Website: www.Everybodyeatslunch.com
Dates and Location: Feb 15, 2019 (or as early as possible) - May 20, 2018
Location: Berkeley & Emeryville, CA
Time Commitment: 5 - 7 hours per week

Project Description:
Everybody Eats Lunch is a storytelling and social practice project pairing strangers together for a one-on-one conversation and meal, with food donated by restaurants. Featured on PBS and NPR Stations, KVNO News, and other media as the "anti-echo chamber experience," the project is launching in the Bay Area as a residency at Kala Institute for the Arts.

The conversations are photographed, recorded, edited and posted online, and will eventually be in a gallery exhibition.

Status of Project: The project was started by Bay Area artist and film producer Christy Chan. It was prototyped at the Bemis Center for Contemporary Arts in Omaha and will be launched in Oakland as a Kala Art Institute Print Public project.

Intern Responsibilities may include:
Helping with lunches: shooting photos, recording audio, communicating with participants, setting up and taking down of the lunch environments.

Community organizing: Signing up restaurants to donate food.
Social media management: Posting to social media, maintaining social media presence, managing inflow of documentation of lunches.

Archive management: Creating and maintaining an archive of participants' information and photo documentation of the lunches.

Post-production work: Editing audio for website. Editing photos.

In addition to hands-on work, intern will have lunch once a month with artist to explore his / her general questions about storytelling, visual art and the practice of art-making.

**Qualifications:**
Highly organized
Good verbal communicator
Creative problem-solver.
Technical fluency in digital media (in at least one of the following): Photography, audio recording, audio editing, or photo editing.
Fluent in social media.
Interest in storytelling as a component of art-making.

Bonus: Podcast listener / storytelling enthusiast.
Bonus: An interest in community building.

**Contact info:**
Christy Chan
www.christychan.com
hellochristychan@gmail.com